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Abstract 

The robustness of discrete-time systems in the presence of norm-bounded linear time

varying and/ or nonlinear perturbations is addressed. A general framework for dealing 

with stability as well as performance robustness of such systems is set up whereby an 

arbitrary number of perturbations can be treated simultaneously. It is shown that 

a performance robustness problem can in fact be converted to a stability robustness 

problem. In addition, it is demonstrated how a stability robustness problem can 

be reduced to a simple algebraic problem, one which can be easily solved providing 

necessary and sufficient conditions for stability /performance robustness. These condi

tions are simple to compute and thus provide an effective tool for robustness analysis 

which can handle a large number of perturbations with relative ease. Furthermore, 

it is shown how in certain important cases controllers with optimal robustness prop

erties can be designed. Finally, some results for computing the A norm of stable 

rational functions are provided. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Obtaining good mathematical models of physical systems is important for their effec

tive control. In general, the better the model, the more one expects from an optimal 

controller for this system. Ideally, a mathematical model that describes exactly the 

real system should be obtained. Based on that model, a controller that achieves cer

tain objectives can then be designed. When implemented on the real system, one 

expects it to achieve the design objectives. However, this rarely takes place in prac

tice for many reasons. First of all, obtaining an exact model is generally not possible, 

and one must use approximate models. Secondly, better models tend to be more 

complicated in order to capture more accurately the dynamics of the system to be 

controlled, and so despite the availablity of a good model, a simpler less accurate one 

might be used in order to simplify the design and analysis procedures and to make use 

of those tools for controller design which are based on the simpler but less accurate 

approximation. An example of this is the linearization of a nonlinear system about 

an equilibrium point. Of course the further the system operates away from this point 

1 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

the less accurate the linear model becomes. Thirdly, and equally important, even if 

the underlying physical system could be modelled accurately at one point in time, 

parameter variations that could appear for any one of many reasons eventually take 

their toll on the system and render the model inaccurate. 

The resulting inaccuracy in the modelling process gives rise to an inevitable un

certainty in the model. Accounting for this uncertainty, as opposed to considering 

only the one nominal model, is crucial for the successful analysis and design of con

trollers for physical systems. This uncertainty can itself be modelled as perturbations 

on a nominal model resulting in a collection of feasible models instead of a single 

nominal one. Of course, depending on the nature of the uncertainty considerably 

different perturbation models arise. For example, it may be known that the uncer

tainty involves real system parameters. Such parameters appear explicitly in the 

transfer functions of the linear time-invariant closed loop system. By allowing these 

parameters to take values in a compact set which reflects the range of variation of 

such parameters, a family of feasible transfer functions arise. The stability of such a 

family is therefore translated into the of stability of a polynomial family. By far the 

most influential result related to the stability of such polynomial family came in 1978 

by V. L. Kharitonov (12, 13). His two original papers [12, 13] triggered great interest 

in this type of problem, and since then efforts have been directed towards extending 

Kharitonov's results to more general settings. One of the most significant of these 

is the Edge Theorem of Bartlett, Hollot and Lin [14] which addresses the case when 
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the polynomial coefficients depend affine linearly on the perturbation parameters, a 

setup which cannot be handled by Kharitonov's Theorem. 

Another approach to modeling uncertainty which has gained considerable interest 

as well as popularity in the past few years is the Structured Singular Value approach 

(SSV). Introduced by Doyle in 1982 (1], the structued singular value provides an 

unconservative measure for handling multiple perturbations which are norm bounded 

linear time-invariant and/or parametric. Lower and upper bounds for the Structured 

Singular Value have been established. Even though the lower bound has been shown 

to equal the SSV for any number of perturbations considered, it can only be evaluated 

by solving a nonconvex optimization problem which severely restricts is usefulness. On 

the other hand, the upper bound can be computed by solving a convex optimization 

problem. Unfortunately, it can be shown that upper bound equals the SSV only when 

considering 3 or less perturbation blocks. 

Neither the Structured Singular Value nor Kharitonov's Theorem and its exten

sions consider nonlinear or time-varying perturbations. In this thesis, a complete 

solution to the robustness analysis problem in the presence of linear time-varying 

and/or nonlinear perturbations is provided. Both the stability robustness problem 

and the performance robustness problem are considered. The solution obtained ap

plies to both of these problems, and it is shown that the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for robustness are both simple and computationally cheap, making this 

approach very attractive especially for problems with a large number of perturbation 
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blocks. 

This thesis is divided into nine chapters. Chapter 2 provides some preliminary 

results which will be used in the remaining part of the thesis. In Chapter 3, the 

Robust Disturbance Rejection Problem is set up and solved. The limitations of this 

problem motivates the formulation of a more general robustness problem in Chapter 

4. The General Robustness Problem which is formulated in Chapter 4 not only in

corporates stability and performance robustness simultaneously, but it also considers 

norm-bounded perturbations of a structured nature. Only linear but possible time

varying perturbations are allowed. For the General Robustness Problem Chapter 5 

establishes an important relationship between stability robustness and performance 

robustness by showing that the two are equivalent in a certain precise sense, thus re

ducing the task of determining performance robustness to that of determinig stability 

robustness. Chapter 6 provides the solution for the General Robustness Problem in 

terms of simple algebraic tests. Chapter 7 extends the results in chapters 5 and 6 to 

the case when nonlinear perturbations are included. In Chapter 8, the implications 

of the results are demonstrated by applying them to some problems. Chapter 9 pro

vides some results for computing the A norms of stable rational functions, and finally 

Chapter 10 contains some concluding remarks. 
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1.1 Notation 

IRq The space of q-tuples of real numbers. If x = (xb ... , xq) E IRq, then lxloo := 

IR+ Nonnegative real numbers. 

M(p X q) Set of real matrices having prows and q columns . 

.e= Space of all bounded sequences of real numbers, i.e. x = {x(k)}k:0 E .e= if 

and only if sup lx(k)l < oo. If x E .e= then llxlloo =sup lx(k)l. 
k k 

f'; Space of q-tuples of elements of .e=. If x = (xb ... , Xq) E f'; then llxlloo = 

f';:e Extended £~ space. It is equal to the space of all q-tuples of sequences of real 

numbers. 

00 

£1. Space of absolutely summable sequences. If x E f1 then llxlh = I: lx(k)l < oo. 
k=O 

f!xq Space of p X q matrices with entries in fl. If x = (xij) E f!xq' then llxlh := 
q 

m~x I: llxiillt· 
1:5•:5P j=l 

Pk The truncation operator on sequences. Hence if x = { x( i)} ~0 is any sequence, 

then Pkx = {x(O),x{l), ... ,x(k),O, ... }. 

The set of all x E f': such that xi(k) = 0 'Vk >Nand 1 ~ i ::=:; q. 
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Right shift by k positions. If x = { x( i) }~0 is any sequence and k is a non
k _.._.... 

negative integer, then Skx = {O, ... ,O,x(O),x(l), ... }. On the other hand, 

The space of all bounded linear causal operators mapping £~ to f';'. If R E 

.c~;? then IIRII := sup ~~~~~lloo which is the induced operator norm. Each R 
x¢0 X oo 

in .C~~q can be completely characterized by its block lower-triangular pulse 

response matrix . 

.C~~q Subspace of .C~~q consisting of time-invariant operators. For each R E .C~~q 

corresponds a unique r in f~xq where rii is the impulse response of Rij, the 

component of R mapping the the jth input to the ith output. 

[ W] If x E ffi,P and 0 "/: y = (Yt, ... , Yq) E Rq and if imax is the smallest indexing 

integer such that IYimaxl ~ IYil for i = 1, ... , q then [W"] is defined to be the 

real p x q matrix formed by setting its imax'th column to be -y·l x and all of 
tmaz 

the other columns to zero. A consequence of this definition is that [ W] y = x. 



Chapter 2 

Preliminaries 

For the sake of completness and in order to establish notation we review in this section 

some of the concepts pertaining to feedback systems. Let G : f';,e -+ f';:e be any map. 

G is said to be causal if PkG = PkG Pk for all k 2: 0. It is said to be strictly causal if 

PkG = PkGPk- 1 for all k 2: 0. 

Consider the feedback interconnection in fig. 1, where G : f';,e -+ f';:e and H : 

f';:e -+ f';,e are both causal maps. The system depicted is said to be well-posed if 

(I- GH)-1 exists as a map from f';:e to f';:e' and is causal. It is said to be £00 - stable 

iff 

G 
Y1 

+ 

+ 
H 

Figure 2.1: Feedback System 

7 



CHAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 8 

1. It is well-posed. 

3. There exists real numbers a 1 and a 2 , independent of u1 and u2 , such that for 

all u 1 and u2 

A map G : C':,e --+ fi'::e is said to be £00 - stable if it is causal, takes £'; into £';, and is 

bounded i.e. there exists 0' > 0 such that II Gull -X) ::::; al!ulloo for all 1l E r;:. Clearly, 

if G and H in fig. 1 are both f.=- stable and if the system is well-posed then a 

necessary and sufficient condition for the system in the figure to be f!=- stable is that 

(I- G H)- 1 and (I- HG)- 1 are both £00 - stable. In fact, as the next proposition 

shows, it is enough to check that only one of them is stable; the other will follow suit. 

Proposition 1. Let G: f:;' --+ £':(' and II: £'; --+ C'; botl1 be £00 - stable maps. Then 

(I- GH)- 1 is fX!_ stable if and only if(!- HG)-1 is coo_ stable. 

Proof. (:::;..) Assume (l - G H)-1 is e=- stable . It may be easily verified that 

(I- HG)- 1 = I+ H(l- GJI)-1 G, \vhkh is f 00 - stable. The other direction of 

the proof is identical. 

• 
If A = (aij) E .;\lt(p X q), then tl-w induced operator norm of A as a map from 
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(IRq, l·loo) to (JRP, l·loo) is defined by 

We use this to give an expression for the the norm of an element R E £~~,?. R can 

be completely characterized by its pulse response matrix which has the form: 

0 ) Ru 

where Rij E M(pxq). This infinite matrix representation of R acts on elements off'; 

by multiplication, i.e. if u E £';, then y := Ru E £';' where y( k) = L:1=o Rkju(j) E JRP. 

It follows that the induced operator norm of R is equal to supi I ( R;0 

When restricted to C~~q, the time-invariant subspace of C~~?, another representa-

tion of the elements of C~~q is more convenient. This alternate representation results 

from the fact that corresponding to each R E c~~q' there is an element'(' = ( 'f'ij) E f~Xq 

such that 'f'ij is the pulse response of that component of R mapping the jth input to 

the ith output. In this case, The induced operator norm of Rasa map from£'; to f'; 

is equal to the norm of r in f~xq' which we shall also refer to as the A norm. Hence, 

£~~q is isomorphic to f~Xq' and each Operator in C~~q is Uniquely determined by its 

pulse response in f~xq whose norm will be equal to norm of the operator in C~~}. 



Chapter 3 

The Robust Disturbance 
Rejection Problem 

When bounded-magnitude signals are present in a control system, the results in the 

literature addressing robustness properties of such a system are restricted to stability 

robustness results [4). The plant perturbations are assumed to be norm-bounded, 

possibly time-varying or nonlinear. The main result in (4), which will be stated later 

in this chapter, can be viewed as providing necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

class of operators to be invertible as maps from £00 into £00 • From this result, one 

can obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability when additive or 

multiplicative norm-bounded perturbations are present. 

The results mentioned above, although useful, do not address any performance 

robustness issues. Like stability robustness, performance robustness requires that the 

control system at hand be stable for all plants in a certain class, but unlike stability 

robustness it requires that a certain performance objective be met for all plants in 

the class. The Robust Disturbance Rejection Problem is concerned with achieving 

10 



CHAPTER 3. THE ROBUST DISTURBANCE REJECTION PROBLEM 11 

performance robustness when the performance criterion is coo disturbance rejection. 

In this case, "good performance" translates into "small" norms for the sensitivity 

function. Accordingly, robust disturbance rejection can be achieved if in addition 

to stability robustness the norm of the sensitivity function can be made small for 

all perturbed plants. This can be realized by minimizing, with the proper choice of 

stabilizing controller, the worst case norm of the sensitivity function. These objectives 

are formulated precisely in the next section, followed by the solution and underlying 

theory. 

3.1 Problem Statement 

Let Po be a given nominal discrete-time plant. Po is assumed to be linear, shift-

invariant, and strictly causal with q inputs and p outputs. 

Denote by S(Po) the set of all linear shift-invariant discrete-time controllers with 

the appropriate dimension that stabilize P0 • We now define a family of plants formed 

by adding weighted multiplicative perturbations to the nominal plant. Let 

II:= {P: P =Po(!+ W1~)} 

where W1 E £t~q and ~ : R'; --+ f'; is causal with 11~11 := sup 111f!JIIoo :::; 1. So ~ is 
x:;i:O X oo 

allowed to be time-varying or nonlinear. \Ve also define 

\]! := { C E S(Po) : C stabilizes all P E II}. 

When performance is measured by the norm of the weighted sensitivity function, 

the problem of achieving robust performance and stability can now be stated as 
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follows: 

inf sup II ((I+ CP)-1W2) II=: ropt 
CEIJI PEIT 

It is therefore desired to compute ropt and to find a controller C E \ll that will 

make the quantity sup II(I + CP)-1W2 11 arbitrarily close to ropt· 
PEIT 

3.2 Problem Solution 

Theorem 3.1, to be presented next, is essentially the key to solving the problem posed 

earlier. Together with Corollary 3.1 and Theorem 3.3, it forms the main result in this 

chapter. The proof of Theorem 3.1 requires a few preliminary propositions and will 

be postponed until after it is demonstrated how these results can be utilized to solve 

the stated problem. 

Theorem 3.1 Let T and S both be in C~? with T satisfying IITI~ < 1. Then 

Corollary 3.1 Let C E S(Po) such that 11(1 + CPo)-1 CPoWd~ < 1. Then 

-1 _ 11((1 + CPo)-1 W2U~ 
~~~II(!+ CP) vV2II- ~~~ 1 -II((!+ CPo)-1CPoWdil~ 

Proof. Expand (I+ CP)-1W2 as follows: 

(I+ CPt1W2 =(I+ GPo+ CPovV1A)-1W2 

=((I+ CPo)(I +(I+ CPo)-1CPoW1A))-1 W2 

=(I+ (I+ CPot1CPoW1A)-1 (I+ CPo)-1W2. 
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• 
The following result is due to Dahleh and Ohta. See [4] for a proof. 

Theorem 3.2 LetT E C~~q. Then (I+ TA)-1 is Roo- stable for all A with II All :::; 1 

if and only if IITI~ < 1. 

In the next theorem we will denote by [(I+ CPo)-1W2 1(I + CP0 )-1 CP0 W1] 

the matrix formed from (I+ CP0 )-1W2 and 1(I + CPot1CPoW1. 

Theorem 3.3 Let C E S(Po), and let 1 > 0. Then 

C stabilizes every P E II and sup II (I + C P)-1 YV2l1 < 1 
Pen 

if and only if 

Proof. From Theorem 3.2 we have that 

(3.1) 

Using Corollary 3.1, together with (3.1) and the fact that the A-norm of a transfer 

function matrix is equal to the maximum A row norm, we can write: 
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C E W and sup 11(1 + CP)-1 Wzll < 1 
PETI 

1 -II((!+ CPa)- 1 CPaWl);l~ < 1 

~ 

~ 

II [(I+ CPo)-1Wz 1(1 + CPot1CPoW1] IIA < /· 

Vi 

• 
Theorem 3.3 suggests a way to minimize the quantity sup 11(1 + CP)-1W2 11 sub

PEn 

ject to robust stability, by which /opt can be approached arbitrarily closely and a 

controller that achieves this can be found. Provided robust stability can be achieved, 

the following simple iterative scheme accomplishes the desired minimization: 

Step 1. Solve using the methods of [2, 8, 9] the following: 

If a f. 1 stop: robust stability cannot be achieved and it is meaningless to try 

to achieve robust performance. 
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Step 2. If a < 1, using the controller found in Step 1 set /upper equal to 

Clearly /upper is an upper bound for /opt· Since zero is a lower bound to /opt set 

/lower equal to zero. 

Step 3. Set 1 equal to bupper + /lowe 1·)f2. Now solve, again using the methods in 

[2, 8, 9] the followi11g: 

Step 4. If /tmp < /, set /upper equal to 1; otherwise set /lower equal to I· Go to 

Step 3. 

It is clear that this iteration converges to ~(opt· Furthermore, when a /' close enough 

to /opt has been reached, a controller that achieves this 1 can be computed. The 

optimization problems which n:tust be solved in steps 1 and 3 have been studied in [2, 

8, 9) and ni..lmerical algorithms for their solution are available. The algorithms involve 

only linear programnung. T'he solution of the resulting linear program gives the value 

of the minimum norm and is easily utilizf'd to compute the optimal controller. 

3.3 Underlying Theory 

This sedion 'Aili present a few lemmas and propositions that will be required in the 

proof of Theorem ;.L I. \Ve start wid1 the followi11g lemmas which will be used to prove 

Proposition 3.1. 
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Lemma 3.1 Let ( sll ... , sq) E If{l such that m~x Si > 0. Also let ( tll ... , tq) E !Rq 
' 

with 0 ~ ti < 1. The sequence {Adh:t of real numbers defined as 

At= m~x{si} 
' 

k?:.2 

converges. Furthermore, lim Ak =max~. 
k-+oo i 1 - ti 

Proof. To prove this lemma, it will first be shown that the sequence {Ak}h:t IS 

monotone increasing. Once this has been established, it is used to show that 

for some ko 

this will then be used to show that, for some i = m, lim Ak = 
k-+oo 

that 1 ~ ti ~ 1 ~mlm i = 1, ... 'q. 

Sm 

1 , and finally 
- tm 

We prove that the sequence {Adh:t is monotone increasing by induction. It is 

given that At > 0. The fact that A2 ?:. At follows from 

Now suppose that Ak+I ?:. Ak. It follows that 

from which follows that Ak+ 2 ?:. Ak+ll completing the induction proof. 

Next suppose Ako+t > Ak0 for some k = k0 • This implies that 

and t· _t, 0 
to I for some i = i 0 • 
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Hence we can write 

We have thus shown that 

Accordingly, we now have two mutually exclusive possibilities. The first possibility 

being that 

(3.2) 

and the second 

(3.3) 

We consider each of these separately. 

Suppose 3.3 is true. This implies the existence of some i = m such that 

Of course we are now forced to conclude that tm = 0; otherwise we get the contradic-

tion that .A 2 > .A 1 • Hence 

If, on the other hand, (3.3) were true, the same conclusion is obtained although 

using slightly different reasoning. More precisely, suppose (3.3) holds, and let k2 > 

for some i = i 1 , 

and for some i = i 2 • 
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However, because 

we get 

But since Ak2 _ 1 > Ak1 -1! it follows that ti2 ~ ti1 • In other words, we have shown that 

the ti's, appearing in the argument of the maximum which defines the Ak's, cannot 

get any smaller as the ,\k's themselves get larger. Based on this fact, it must follow 

that for some i = m there exists an integer N > ko such that 

Vk~N. 

For such anN we can write 

Sm 

- 1- tm. 

The last equality follows from the fact that t < 1, which makes the partial sums in 

the above series form a convergent geometric sequence, and also makes the term t~+l 

vanish in the limit. 

Finally, it remains to be shown that 

i = 1, ... 'q. 
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It is easily seen from the definition of the .A/s that 

k-1 

I: Sit{~ Ak Vk ~ 1, i = 1, ... ,q. 
j=O 

This implies that 
k-1 s· . 

--' - = lim I: siti 
1 - ti k-+oo j=O 

i = 1, ... ,q. 

which completes the proof. 

• 
Lemma 3.2 Let R = (Rb ... 'Rn) belong to c~~q1 X ... X cgqn. Also let z be in the 

domain of R such that z = (zb ... , Zn) E PN(f';) X · · • X PN(f';:,). Then given t > 0 

and a = (ab ... ,an) such that ai ~ llzilloo fori = 1, ... ,n, there exist an integer 

i = 1, ... ,n; 

i=1, ... ,n; 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that each of the R/s belongs to 

Cg1 since otherwise we can divide an Ri E C~~q; with qi > 1 into its qi components 

each of which belonging to Cg1 • Of course we should also divide the corresponding 

Zi E PN(f';:) into its qi components in PN(£00 ), as well as duplicate the corresponding 

ai to match the expanded components of zi. The fact that the norm of an Ri E cgq; 
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is equal to the sum of the norms of its individual components in .cg1 makes this 

expansion yield the desired results, as may be easily checked. 

So, let ri = {ri(k)}k::0 E fl be the pulse response of Ri fori= 1, ... , n. Then for 

each such i, there exists a positive integer Ni such that 

and 

Now N and the Zi's can be defined as follows: 

N := N + max N · + 1 
1< "<n 3 _3_ 

V k > Ni, 

zi(k) := ai, if N < k:::; if and ri(f!- k) ~ 0; {
Zi(k), ifO:::; k:::; N; 

-ai, if N < k :::; N and ri(N- k) < 0; 
0, otherwise. 

It follows from these definition that 

i = 1, ... , n 

and = 1, ... ,n. 
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In addition, we have 

n N n N 
- L L Zj(k)r;(if- k) + L L z;(k)r;(il- k) 

n N n N 

> L L ailr;(if- k)l - L L iz;(k)r;(if- k)j 
i=l k=N+l i=l k=O 

n max;Nj n N 

2:: L: L: a;h(t)l- L: L: a; jr;(il- k)j 
i=l J'=O i=l k=O 

n f n N f 

2:: ~ a;(llR;I~- 2na)-~ E a;2n(N + l)a; 

n 

= L a;llR;I~- f 

i=l 

Hence, it follows that 

which completes the proof. 

• 
Lemma 3.3 LetT and s be in .Ct?. If (v, w) E PN(£';) X PN(£';) c er; X er;J then 

given any f > 0 J a1 2:: llvllooJ and a2 2:: llwllooJ there exist an integer if > N and 

sequences (v, w) E PN(£';) X P;f;J-(1!';) satisfying 
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Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.2. 

• 
Proposition 3.1 Let T and s both be in c~~q with T satisfying IITI~ < 1. Then 

given f_ > 0' there exist sequences e E f'; and X E f'; such that 

llxlloo = 1, 

II 1:11 > IISil~ and 
"' 00 - mrx 1- IITil~ - E, 

IIPkelloo ~ IIPk(Sx + re)lloo k=0,1,2, ... 

Proof. Let E > 0 be given. \Ve may assume the given E satisfies 0 < E < mfx IISil~ 

since proving the proposition for such an f. implies its valicAty for a larger one. We 

start by constructing two sequences of truncated elements of f';, namely ( x 1 , x2 , ••• ) 

and ( 6, 6, ... ) , satisfying the following properties: 

lleilloo = Ai-ti 

IIPkeilloo ~ IIPk(Sxi + rei)lloo k=O,l, .... 

where 

The construction of these sequences goes as follows: Define (xo, eo) := (0, 0) E 
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lemma to this new pair with a 1 = 1 and a2 = ). 1 to get an integer N 2 > N 1 and 

a another pair (x2, 6) E PN2 (l~) X PN2 (l~). Repeating this procedure indefinitely 

yields the two desired sequences. It can be checked by induction that these two 

sequences in fact satisfy the properties stated above. 

Now X and e can be defined as the pointwise limit of these two sequences, i.e. let 

X ( k) = .lim Xi ( k) 
t-+00 

exist. Furthermore, we have that 

i = 0,1, ... 

This implies that 

k = 0, 1, 2, ... 

The fact that for each i, PNiX = Xi where Xi E l~ with llxilloo = 1 implies that 

X E l~ and llxlloo = 1. To show that e E l~' it suffices to show that Jim ).i < 00 
t-+00 

in which case llelloo = .lim Ai. To this goal, consider the sequence of real numbers 
t-+00 

in question, {>.i}~1 which has been recursively defined above. By Lemma 3.1, this 

sequence converges, and its limit is exactly equal to mi'x { ~~~~T~~}. This completes 

that proof. 

• 
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Proposition 3.2 Let x = { x( i)}~0 and y = {y( i)}~0 be in f';. If 

k = 0,1,2, ... 

then there exists ~ E £~~? such that 11~11 < 1 and ~y = x. 

Proof. The proposition holds trivially if y = 0: just pick ~ itself to be zero. So 

assume y =J. 0. To prove the proposition we will construct a ~ that has the desired 

properties. We start by identifying a subset of the y(i)'s, call it y(i1 ), y(i2 ), .•• 

which, depending on y, may or may not be finite. This subset may be defined by 

induction in the following manner: Let i1 be the smallest integer such that y( ii) =J. 0. 

On the other hand, given y( in) let in+l be the smallest integer greater that in such 

that ly(in+dloo > ly(in)loo· Using the x(i)'s and y(in)'s we are now ready to construct 

~ through specifying its pulse response matrix. So let 

where 

~;.,;, := [:~ ::i l ' 
~,,,,, == [:~ ::n . 
~,,,,, == [:~::n . 

and 0 otherwise. 

A ·-Ll. .-

~0,0 
~1 0 

' 
~2,0 

~0,1 
~11 

' 
~21 

' 

[x(i1 + 1)] 
y( ii) ' 

[x(i2 + 1)] 
y(i2) ' 

...... ' 

...... ' 

[x(i2- 1)] 
y( ii) ' 

[x(i3 -1)] 
y( i2) ' 

Notice that each row of any of these matrices has at most one nonzero element, which, 

by the choice of the y(in)'s, will have its absolute value less than or equal to one. 
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~will have the form 

~it ,it 

~it +l,it 0 

~i2-l,it 0 0 

~= 0 ~i2,i2 

~i2+1,i2 0 

~i3-l,i2 0 0 

0 

from which it is easy to see that~ is causal and that ~x = y. Furthermore, it follows 

from the remarks immediatly following the definition of~ that 

11~11 = s~p II ( ~i,l ~i,2 ••. ) II < L 
t 

This completes the proof. 

• 
Proof of Theoren1 3.1 From Theorem 3.2, liT I~ < 1 is both necessary and sufficient 

for the inverse in the statement of the theorem to exist for all~ causal and satisfying 

11~11 < 1. 
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The theorem holds trivially if either T or S is zero. So assume that they are both 

nonzero. Let X E cr; be arbitrary and define y :=(I+ Tf:l.)- 1Sx. It follows that 

Sx = (I+ T f:l.)y 

IISil~llxlloo > IIYdloo - IITil~llflYIIoo 1 < i < q 

> IIYdloo - IITii~IIYIIoo 1 < i < q 

But for some i = m, it holds that IIYmlloo = IIYIIoo· Therefore 

which implies that 

IIYIIoo < IISml~ < IISil~ max _....,.,.....::..!.::--

llxll= - 1- IITml~ - I::;i::;q 1- IITil~ 

We have shown that for any causal f:l. with llflll < 1, m~x 1 IISI~I·TI~II bounds from 
1::;,::;q - i lA 

above II (I+ T!:l.)-1SII, and to prove the theorem it is enough to show that given 

E > 0, there exists a causal f:l. with llflll < 1 such that 

-E. 

So let E > 0 be given. By Proposition 3.1, there exist sequences ~and X in cr; such 

that 
llxllco = 1, 

ll tll > IISil~ 
~ co - f2fl1 - IIT·II - E, and 

- _q ' lA 

IIPk~lloo < IIPk(Sx + TOIIoo k = 0, 1, 2, .... 

So define y := Sx + T( It follows that 
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Moreover, by Proposition 3.2 there exists a causal ~ with 11~11 < 1 such that ~y = 

-~. Therefore we can write 

y = Sx- T~y =:;.(I+ T~)y = Sx 

=:;. y =(I+ T~)-1 Sx. 

Since IIYIIoo > max 1 1111¥11 - t and llxlloo = 1, we have that 
1$1$9 - i !A 

- t. 

• 



Chapter 4 

The General Robustness Problen1: 
Setup 

4.1 Motivation 

In the previous chapter, a measure for performance robustness was derived when the 

performance objective is the input sensitivity function. Even though this is an im

portant objective, one might be interested in other performance objectives as well, 

such as the output sensitivity function or any other loop function for that matter. In 

that sense, the results in the previous chapter are rather restrictive since they do not 

provide any clues to finding measures for performance objectives different from the in

put sensitivity function. Moreover, in the Robust Disturbance Rejection Problem the 

plant perturbations were modelled as being multiplicative perturbations. However, 

since modelling mismatches often take place at various locations in the control loop, 

it might be desireable to enforce more structure on the perturbations. Consequently, 

a more general model of the uncertainties which accounts for this structure is needed. 

Such a model will undoubtedly reduce the level of conservatism which would have 

28 
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occured if a less structured model were used instead. This will motivate our setup of 

a more general performance and/or stability robustness problem in the next section. 

4.2 Problem Setup 

In this section, we shall formulate what we will call the General Robustness Problem. 

In this formulation, we are mainly interested in goo signals and discrete-time systems. 

Aside from that, the only conditions imposed will be those needed to guarantee the 

well-posedness of the problem. 

Common to all the problems m which stability and performance of a certain 

system are to be studied under the effect of perturbations are a nominal plant and 

a controller stabilizing it. In our case, both of these are assumed to be linear time

invariant discrete-time systems. There is no reason why only one nominal plant or 

controller can be considered, and so as many as desired can be incorporated as long 

as the resulting nominal system is stable. As for the perturbations, they are first 

modeled as strictly causal linear maps taking goo signals to goo signals with bounded 

induced norms. Hence the perturbations are allowed to be time-varying. Nonlinear 

perturbations are treated in Chapter 7. There can be as many perturbations as 

desired and they can enter anywhere in the system. So for a specific set of bounds 

on the norms of the perturbations, we have a family of systems each of which is 

composed of the nominal part and a set of fixed perturbations with norms less than 

the corresponding given bounds. The first objective is to determine when every 

member of that class of systems is stable, i.e. when our system is robustly stable. In 
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Ym 
M 

Figure 4.1: Stability and Performance Robustness Problem 

many cases, stability is not all that is required from a system, and certain performance 

objectives are to be met. A useful and popular objective is keeping small the norm 

of the function mapping an external input, say u, to a certain signal in the loop, call 

it y. Since there could be more than one such objective, let us denote the resulting 

functions by Tyiu; fori = 1, ... , m, where Ty;u; is the function mapping signals at point 

ui to signals at point Yi· Because we are mainly concerned with£= signals, the norm 

we want to be small would be in our case the induced £= norm. Now our objective 

is to determine, given a set of m positive real numbers ill ... , /m, conditions under 

which our system is stable and satisfies IITy;u,ll < /i for all allowable perturbations. 

In other words, when does our system achieve robust performance? 

We now formally set up the stability and performance robustness problem men

tioned above. Any interconnections of perturbations, nominal plants, and controllers 

can be put in the form of figure 4.1. Af represents the interconnection of the nominal 

plant and the stabilizing controller, and is therefore linear, time-invariant, and sta-
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ble. Each ~i represents the perturbations between two points in the system, and has 

norm less than or equal to one. Of course there is no loss of generality in assuming 

that the chosen bound on the norms of each of the ~/s is one, since any other set 

of numbers could be absorbed in 1'.1. We will restrict the ~i's to be strictly causal in 

order to guarantee the well posedness of the system. This is not a serious restriction 

and can be removed if it is known that the perturbation/nominal system connection 

is well-posed. Accordingly we can define the classes of perturbations to which the ~~s 

belong. Assuming the perturbations enter at n places, and that each has Pi inputs 

and qi outputs we have 

where ~(pi, qi) := { ~ E £l,}~q; : ~ is strictly causal and 11~11 < 1} and i = 1, ... , n. 

Note that ~i is not dependent in any way on ~i when j f i. The only restriction 

is that ~i belongs to ~(Pi, qi) for each i. Next let p = L:i Pi, and q = L:i qi. By 

'D [(PIJ q1 ); · · ·; (pn, qn)] we mean the set of all operators mapping f'; to c:;: of the 

form: 
~1 0 0 

D= 0 ~2 

0 
0 0 ~n 

where ~i belongs to ~(Pi, qi)· When the pairs (pi, qi) are known, they will be dropped 

from the notation and 'D will be understood to mean the above set. We will say the 

system in figure 4.1 achieves robust stability if the system is stable for all D E 

'D[(Pb qi); ... ; (Pm qn)]. \Ve will say it achieves robust performance if it achieves 
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robust stability and llTy;u; II < 1 for all i and for all D in 'D[(p1 , qi); ... ; (pn, qn)]. 

In the context of this setup, our problem can be stated as follows: 

Problem Staten1ent. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the system in 

figure 4.1 to achieve robust performance. 



Chapter 5 

Stability vs. Perforlllance 
Robustness 

In this chapter, we will establish a useful relationship between stability and perfor-

mance robustness, that will be used later in the solution of our problem. This is 

achieved in Theorem 5.1 which is the main result in this chapter. To aid in the proof 

of this theorem, we will need to determine necessary and sufficient conditions that 

a linear time-varying operator R E £~'if must satisfy in order for (I- R~)-1 to be 

£=- stable for all ~ E A(p, q). Such conditions are provided by Lemma 5.1, to be 

stated next. However, the conditions given in this lemma are somewhat nonintuitive 

in the sense that they do not readily translate into conditions on R. By utilizing 

Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.3 restates Lemma 5.1 in a form that relates to R more closely 

and thus takes care of this shortcoming. Finally, we note that the sufficiency part in 

Lemma 5.3 has been proven in (6]. Nevertheless, it will be proven again here using 

techniques similar to those which will appear in Chapter 6. A proof for the necessity 

will also be provided. 

33 
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Lemma 5.1 Let R E .Ct'if· Then (I- R6.t1 is not £00 - stable for some 6.. E .6-(p, q) 

if and only if there exists a real number c > 0 and~ E £~e \£:;' such that 

Vk > 0. 

The proof of this lemma is postponed until Chapter 6. 

Lemnla 5.2 Let R E .Ct'if, and~ E PN( e:;). Then given E > 0 and a > ll~lloo, there 

exist an integer N > N and(. E PN(£:;') such that 

((. is a truncated extension of 0 

Proof. From the pulse response matrix representation of R it can be seen that 

It follows that for some N > N, R ·- ( RN,N+I . . . RN,N) which belongs to 

M ( q x p(N- N)) satisfies 

For R, we can easily find r E 1R1;(N-N) with l1'loo = a such that IRrloo = IRI1 · a. In 

fact we can in addition pick r in such a way that 

N 

I 2::: RJV,i~( i) + Rrloo > IRrloo = IRh ·a. 
i=O 
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With I constructed as above, we can use it to define e as follows: 

~(k) := e(k) fork= 0, ... , N 

~(k) := 0 k > N. 

From this definition it is clear that PN~ = e and that l~loo = a. Finally, 

N 
I(R~)(JV)Ioo = I L RN,l(i)loo 

i=O 

N N 
=I L RN,ie(i) + L Rfl,l(i)loo 

i=O i=N+l 

N 

= I L RN,ie( i) + .R,Ioo > IRh ·a 
i=O 

This implies that 

• 
Len1.ma 5.3 Let R E Lt~. Then (I - R.6. t 1 is f 00 - stable jo1 all .6. E A (p, q) if 

and only if the1e exists an intege1 N such that IIS-NRSNII < 1. 

Proof. We shall prove this lemma by showing that (I- R.6.t1 is not goo_ stable for 

some .6. E A(p,q) if and only if IIS-nRSnll > 1 for all n > 0. By 5.1, the task of 

proving this lemma reduces to that of showing: 
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There exists e E t;::e\f~ and c > 0 such that (5.1) 

IlPke II=< IIPk-lRell= + c vk > o 

~ 

for all n > 0. 

(:::}) Assume ( 5.1) holds. It follows that for any fixed integer n > 0 

IIPkell= < IIPk-IR(SnS-ne + Pn-10II= + c 

< IIPk-IRSnS-nell= + c + c' 

Using this together with 

we get 

for some c' > 0 

(5.2) 

for some c" > 0 and \fk > 0. 

Define c := c + c' + c". \Ve can now write 

Hence, 

IIPkS-nell~ < IIPk-15'-nRS'nS-nell= + c 

< IIS-nRSniiiiPk-Is-nell= + c 

< IIS-nRSniiiiPks-nell= +c. 
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which, since limk-+oo IIPkS-nelloo = oo, implies that IIS-nRSnll > 1. Since n was 

arbitrary, it follows that IIS-nRSnll > 1 for all n > 0. 

( ¢=) To prove the other direction, we assume IIS-nRSnll > 1 for all n and then show 

the existence of e E fC::e \f'; and c > 0 such that e satisfies (5.1 ). This is done by 

first constructing a sequence of truncated elements off';' namely { ei}~l' and then 

defining e in terms of this sequence and verifying it has the desired properties. The 

construction of {ei}~1 goes as follows: fixE to be any real number greater that zero. 

Next, let eo := 0 E P-1 (f';), and apply Lemma 2 to eo with a = 1, to obtain an 

integer N 1 > 0 and 6 E PN(f';). To this new sequence apply Lemma 2 again, this 

time with a = 2, to obtain an integer N2 > N1 and 6 E PN2 (f';). Repeating this 

procedure indefinitely gives the sequence {ei}~1 whose elements satisfy 

1. ei E PN;(f';) for some integer Ni > Ni-l > 0. 

i > 2. 

Next we show by induction that fori> 1 

for some c > ~5.3) 

where c does not depend on i. Hence let c := 1 + E. For i = 1, (5.3) holds trivially 

smce 
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Next assume (5.3) holds for i = m. We now show it must hold for i = m + 1. If 

k < Nm we have 

If, however, k > Nm, we can write 

which completes the induction proof. 

Finally, we define the desired ~ E f';,e \f';' to be the componentwise limit of such 

sequence, 1.e. 

~(k) := ~im ~i(k) Vk > 0 
l-+00 

which exists because of property (2). It is easy to see that ~ as defined here is the 

one we are looking for. Specifically, ~ belongs to f';:e \f';' since limi-+oo ll~illoo = oo. In 

addition, ~ satisfies 

which is inherited from the ~/s. This completes the proof. 

• 
We are now ready to state a theorem establishing a relation between stability 

robustness and performance robustness. It states that performance robustness in one 

system is equivalent to stability robustness in another one formed by adding a ficti-

tious perturbation. A similar result has been shown to hold when the perturbations 
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are linear time-invariant [7]. The same proof does not apply here though, due to the 

assumed time-varying nature of the perturbations. The usefulness of this relation 

stems from the fact that we can now concentrate on finding conditions for achieving 

stability robustness alone. Once we do, performance robustness comes for free. 

Consider the two systems shown in figure 5.1, where ME£~? and ~i E A.(pi, qi)· 

In system II, u is a vector input of size p andy is an output vector of size q. In system 

I, ~P E A.(p, q). It follows that p = p + I:i Pi and q = q + I:i qi. Subdivide M in the 

following manner: 

We now state the following theorem establishing the relation between System I 

and System II. 
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u y 

A1 M 

SYSTEM I SYSTEM II 

Figure 5.1: Equivalence of Stability and Performance Robustness 

Theorem 5.1 The following four statements are equivalent: 

i) System I achieves robust stability. 

ii) (I- Mb)-1 is goo_ stable for all fJ E V[(p,q); (pbqt); · · ·; (Pn,qn)]. 

all D belonging to V[(Pb qt); ... ; (Pn, qn)]. 

iv) System II achieves robust pe1jormance. 

Proof. ( i) ¢> ( ii) follows from the remarks preceding Proposition 1. (iii) ¢> ( iv) is 

immediate since a necessary and sufficient condition for system II to be robustly stable 

is that (I- Af22Dr1 is goo_ stable VD E V[(p1 , qt); ... ; (Pn, qn)]. Robust performance 

which is exactly wha.t the remaining part of (iii) states. 
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To prove the theorem, we therefore have to show that ( ii) # (iii). Before we do 

that, we introduce the following notation: 

We start by showing (iii) =} ( ii). So let D E D[(jj, q); (Pb q1); ... ; (pn, qn)]. D can be 

written as diag(~p, D) where ~P E ~(p, q) and D E D[(Pb qi); ... ; (pn, qn)]. It can 

be easily checked that 

where 
Nn := (I- 1\Iyu(D)~p)- 1 

N12 := (I- Myu(D)~P)-1 M12D(I- M22D)-1 

~ ~ -1 
N22 := (I+ N21Af12D)(I- M22D) 

Since IIMyu(D)II < 1, it follows by the small gain theorem that (I- Myu(D)~p)-1 is 

f 00 - stable , which in turn implies that (I- M D)-1 itself is stable. 

Before proving ( ii) =} (iii) we will first show that given any D which belongs to 

Vn > 0. 

To do this, we construct lJ explicitly. So let D be represented by its pulse response 

matrix, i.e. 

0 
Du 0 ''') ... 
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Then fJ will be defined in terms of its pulse response matrix as follows: 

Doo 
Doo 0 
D1o Dn 

D:= Doo 
0 D10 Dn 

D2o D21 D22 

It may be easily verified that the structure of the above matrix ensures that fJ belongs 

to V[(p1 , q1); ... ; (pn, qn)]. Furthermore, it is not difficult to see that 

Vi> 0 

where mi = mi-l + i and m-1 = 0. 

We now show that 

\In> 0. 

It will suffice to prove that 

\In, k > 0. 

Hence given n > 0 and k > 0, i can be chosen large enough such that mi > n and 

i > k. We can now write 
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llS-nMyu(D)Snll > IIS-m;Myu(D)Sm;ll 

> IIPiS-m;Myu(D)Sm; II 

= IIPiMyu(PiS-m;DSmJII 

= IIPiMyu(PiD)II 

= IIPiMyu(D)II 

> IIPkMyu(D)II 

43 

where we have used the time-invariance of Mij· This proves our claim. We can now 

use this fact to finish the proof of the theorem which we do by contradiction. Suppose 

that (I- M b)-1 is £=- stable for all D E V[(p, q); (p1 , qt); · · ·; (Pn, qn)], but that for 

some Do E V[(p1 , qt); ... ; (Pm qn)] it holds that IIMyu(Do)ll > 1. We can then form 

Do in V[(p1 , q1 ); ... ; (pn, Qn)] as shown before which satisfies 

Vn > 1. 

By 5.3, this says that (I- Myu(Do)!:lp)- 1 is not £=- stable for all !:lp in .6.(p, q) 

which contradicts the fact that (I- M b)-1 is £=- stable for all b belonging to 

V[(p, q); (p1, q1); · · ·; (Pn, Qn)]. This completes the proof. 

• 



Chapter 6 

Solution of the General 
Robustness Problem 

It has been shown in Chapter 5 that we can convert a performance robustness prob-

lem into one which involves stability robustness alone. We can therefore concen-

trate only on stability robustness. We seek nonconservative conditions for achiev-

ing stability robustness which are easy to verify. Before we begin, we establish 

some notational conventions. Throughout this chapter, the perturbation set will be 

D[(Pb q1); ... ; (pn, qn)] for some positive integers p1, ... , Pn and qb ... , qn. M belongs 

to ..Ct? where p := L:i Pi and q := L:i qi. Hence M can be partitioned as follows: 

where Mij has size qi X Pi· We also define two maps Ei and Ei, which will depend on 

the pi's and the qi's, as follows: 

E, : t;,e -t tr;:,e such that Ei('r/1, ... , 'TJn) = 'T]i where 'TJk E i~,e for k = 1, ... , n 

Ei : ~e -t r;:,e such that Ei( TJl' ... 'TJn) = TJi where TJk E t:,e for k = 1, ... 'n. 

44 
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6.1 Supporting Results 

Before the solution of the robustness problem can be stated and proved, some pre

liminary results are needed. The first of these will be Lemma 6.1 with is crucial in 

the proof of the theorem to follow. It states necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

sequence in ec; to be mapped to another in e:;: by a linear strictly causal map with 

norm less than or equal to one. 

Lemma 6.1 Let x = {x(i)}~0 E R~,e andy = {y(i)}~0 E R~e· There exists~ E 

a( r, m) such that ~y = x if and only if 

Vk > 0 

Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 3.2 and will be 

omitted. 

Using this lemma we now state an alternative condition for (I- M D)-1 to be 

f=- stable for all D in V[(Pb q1); ... ; (pn, qn)]. 

Theorem 6.1 There exists D E V[(Pb q1); ... ; (Pn, qn)] such that (I- M D)-1 is not 

f=- stable if and only if there exists e E f':,e \R:;: and c > 0 such that 

fori = 1, ... , n and Vk > 0. 
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Proof. 

(I- M D)-1 is not £00 - stable for some D E 'D[(Pll qi); ... ; (Pn, qn)] 

(I - MD) is not invertible as a map from i':; to i':; 

for some D E 'D[(Pll q1); ... ; (pn, qn)] 

it 

3y E tc;e \f':; such that (I- M D)y E £':; for some D E 'D[(PI, q1); ... ; (pn, qn)] 

it 

3 e E i~e \i'; and y E tc;e \f':; such that 

and (6.1) 

where the last statement follows from Lemma 6.1 above. To finish the proof we will 

show that (6.1) is equivalent to the following: 

::Je E i~e \f'; and c > 0 such that 

Vk > 0 and i = 1, ... , q (6.2) 

Therefore, assume (6.1) holds. It follows that there exists c > 0 such that 

C > II(Y- Me)lloo 

For such e and c we can now write 

C > IIPk-lEi(Y- Me)lloo > IIPk-lEiYIIoo- IIPk-lEi(Me)lloo 

> IIPkEielloo- IIPk-lEi(MOIIoo Vk and i = 1, ... , q 
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which is exactly what (6.2) states. Conversely, assume (6.2) holds. Define 

Vk and i = 1, ... , q. 

It follows from this definition that y - M ~ is in £';. Furthermore, it is immediate 

from the definition of y that 

which, together with (6.2), gives 

From this last equation we also get that y E i~e \i';. This proves the theorem. 

• 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof of Lemma 5.1, as may be readily checked, is 

identical to that of Theorem 6.1 above with M replaced by Rand with n = 1. Note 

that even though M has been assumed to be time-invariant, this was never used in 

the proof of Theorem 6.1. 

• 
Before we can state Theorem 6.2, we need to establish two additional lemmas. 

Together with Theorem 6.1, these lemmas will be the main tools used in the proof of 

Theorem 6.2. 

Lemma 6.2 Let ~ E PN(t;) = PN(tr;:) X .. · x PN(£~). Then given t > 0 and 

a E !Rn such that ai > IIEi~lloo, there exists an integer N > N and l E PN(£;) such 

that 
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PN Ei~ = Eie and 

IIP,vE';Meli= > .~{ .. {t.II(M;;)ml~a;} -' i = 1, ... , n. 

Proof. This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 3.2. 

• 
Lemma 6.3 Let c and aij, where i = 1, ... , n and j = 1, ... , n, be nonnegative real 

numbers. Then the following is true: 

There exist n sequences of nonnegative real numbers, 

say "li = {"!i(k)}k:, 0 , at least one of which is unbounded, satisfying {6.3) 

n 

"li(k) < ~ aij'fJj{k) + c Vk and i = 1, ... , n 
j=l 

n 

the system of inequalities: Xi < ~ aijXj 
j=l 

has a solution in (JR+)n\{0}. 

i=1, ... ,n {6.4) 

Proof. It is immediate that (6.4) =} (6.3): merely let "li(k) = kxi where (x11 ... , xn) 

is the solution guaranteed by (6.4). 

We prove the other direction by induction on n. For n = 1, assuming (6.4) gives 

an unbounded, monotonically increasing sequence of real numbers "' such that 

ry(k) < ary(k) + c Vk 
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Since limsupk "l(k) = oo, it follows that a > 1. This in turn is true if and only if 

x <ax has a solution in (0, oo), or equivalently if and only if (6.4) holds for n = 1. 

For the second induction step, assume the lemma is true whenever n < no - 1. 

Assuming (6.3) holds for real numbers c and aij where i = 1, ... , no and j = 1, ... , no 

we will complete the proof by showing that (6.4) must hold as well. We start by noting 

that without loss of generality the unbounded sequence guaranteed by assuming (6.3) 

has index less than n 0 , i.e. for some i < n0 we have limsupk-+oo "li(k) = oo. If 

this were not the case, we can always renumber the 7]/s. We may also assume that 

anono < 1, otherwise the proof of this lemma is complete since x = (0, ... , 1) solves 

the system of inequalities in (6.4) for n = n 0 • Based on this last assumption, dividing 

both sides of the n 0 th inequality of (6.3) by 1 - anono yields 

Substituting this inequality in the first no - 1 inequalities of (6.3) we get 

Vk and i = 1, ... , n 0 - 1 

where c' = c + c I (1- anonJ > 0. But by the induction hypothesis this implies that 

the system 

i = 1, ... ' no - 1 

has a solution in (JR+)no-1 \{0}. Denote this solution by x = (xt, ... , Xn0 _ 1 ). Now 

define 
no-1 a . - ·- L no) -. E JR+ Xn .- X1 

o 1- a j=1 nona 
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Clearly, (x 1 , ••• ,xnJ E (IR+)no\{0}, and it can be easily checked that it solves the 

inequalities in (6.4) for n = n 0 • This completes the induction proof. 

• 
6.2 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Ro

bustness 

This section introduces the main result which constitutes the solution of the General 

Robustness Problem formulated earlier. Essentially, it estabilishes the equivalence 

of the robustness problem to a simple algebraic one. Depending on the region in 

which this algebraic problem has its solutions, it can be concluded whether or not the 

system achieves robust stability, and by the results of Chapter 5, robust performance. 

In order not to clutter the exposition, this theorem is first stated and proved in the 

scalar case. Hence Pl = · · · = Pn = q1 = · · · = qn = 1. Consequently for any i, Ei will 

be equal to 1ri· 

Theorem 6.2 (I- M D)-1 is not coo- stable for some D E 'D[(1, 1 ); · · ·; {1, 1 )] if 

and only if the system 

n 

Xi< I: IIMiil~xi i=1, ... ,n 
j=l 
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Proof. Assume (I- MD)-1 is not f 00 - stable for some DE V[(l, 1); · · ·; (1, 1)]. By 

Theorem 6.1, there exists c > 0 and ~ E f':e \f':: such that , 

n 

IIPkEi~~~oo- 11Pk-1L MijEj~lloo < C Vk > 0, and i = 1, ... , n. 
j=1 

Applying the triangle inequality and using the causality of Mij, and the fact that the 

projection operator is contractive we get 

n 

IIPkEi~lloo < L IIMiji~IIPkEj~~~oo + C i=l, ... ,n 
j=1 

Finally, applying Lemma 6.3 gives the desired conclusion. 

For the other direction, assume there exists x = (xb ... , xn) E (lR+)n\ {0} such 

that 
n 

Xi< L IIMiji~Xj i = 1, ... , n. 
j=1 

We will show that this will imply the existence of c > 0 and ~ E i':e \f':: such that , 

i = 1, ... , n. 

which by Theorem 6.1 implies that (I- M D)-1 is not f 00 - stable for some D which 

belongs to V[(l, 1); · · ·; (1, 1)]. We start by defining a sequence of elements of e:; as 

follows: Let ~o := 0 E e:;. Fix € > 0 to be any real number, and define c :=maxi xi+L 

Now apply Lemma 6.2 to ~o with a= (x1, ... , xn) to get N1 > 0 and ~1 E PN1 (t:;). 

Next apply the same lemma again to ~1 with a= (2xb ... , 2xn) to get N 2 > N 1 and 

~2 E PN2 (R:;). Repeating this procedure indefinitely we get the sequence {~m}~=o 
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with the properties 

where Nm > Nm-1 > · · · . 

n 

IIPNmEiM~mlloo > L llkfijl~mXj- t V k > 0 and fori= 1, ... , n. 
j=l 

We next show by induction that for any m 

V k > 0 and fori= 1, . .. ,n. (6.5) 

When m = 0, this is trivial since 

V k > 0 and fori= 1, ... , n. 

For the second induction step, assume (6.5) holds for m = m 0 • We now show that 

(6.5) holds form= m 0 + 1. We prove this in two parts: first when k < Nmo and then 

when k > Nmo· 

IIPkEi~mo+IIIoo = IIPkEi~mJoo 

When k > Nmo we have 

< IIPk-d~;iM~mJoo + C 

= 11Pk-1E\M~m0+llloo + C i = 1, ... , n. 
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< ffi0 Xi + m~x Xj 
J 

n 

< L IIMijl~m0Xj + m~XXj 
j=l J 

< IIPNm0 EiMemJoo + t + m~XXj 
J 

< IIPk-lEiMemo+IIIoo + c 

This completes the induction proof, and thus we have 

i = 1, .. . ,n 

'V k, m > 0 and fori= 1, ... , n. 

Finally, define e by letting e(k) := lim em(k) for all k. It follows that m-+oo 

i = 1, ... , n. 

Furthermore, e E f':e \f': since lim IIPkelloo = 00. This completes the proof. 
' k-+oo 

• 
With this theorem, our problem stated in Chapter 4 is essentially solved. Apply-

ing this theorem to the performance and stability robustness problem stated earlier, 

reduces it to a simple algebraic one in which the object is to determine whether a 

certain system of inequalities has a solution in a particular region in IRn. What makes 

this algebraic problem particularly attractive is that the set of inequalities that arises 

relates in a simple and direct manner to the original problem. Only norms of the 

subentries of theM matrix arise, and they do so in the same general order that they 

do in M. The question that arises naturally at this point is how can one determine 
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whether the system of inequalities at hand has a solution in the related region of IRn? 

It turns out, that no search techniques are needed to accomplish this task and the 

answer to this question can be determined by evaluating certain expressions directly. 

These expressions also involve norms of the subentries of M and thus are easy to 

compute. The derivation of these alternate conditions for stability and performance 

robustness is the next topic of discussion. 

The first step in restating the conditions involving the set of inequalities IS to 

make the following observation: 

Observation. The system of inequalities: 

n 

Xi < ,L IIMiiii.Axi i=1, ... ,n 
j=l 

has a solution in (JR:t)n\ {0} if and only if either IIMnnl~ > 1 or IIMnnl~ < 1 and the 

system of inequalities: 

i=l, ... ,n-1 

has a solution in (JR:t)n-1\{0}. 

Notice that this observation allows us to replace the task of determining whether 

any solutions to a set of n inequalities lie in a certain region by the simpler one 

of determining whether the solutions to a set of n - 1 inequalities lie in a smaller 

region together with a simple test on the norm of Mnn· It is easily seen how this can 

be repeated until we completely replace all such conditions by tests on expressions 

involving norms of the Mij 's, a much simpler task. Table 1 lists some of these for a few 
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II n I Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Stability Robustness II 

1 IIMII.A < 1 

IIM221~ < 1 

2 
liM II + IIM121~11M2lii.A 1 

11 lA 1- IIM221~ < 

IIM331~ < 1 

liM II + IIM231~11M3211.A < 1 

3 
22 lA 1 - IIM331~ 

(IIMt 2 I~+IIMt3114 IIM32114 ) (IIM21 I~+IIM23114 IIM3tll4 ) 
liM II + 11Mt3IIAIIM3tl~ + 1-IIM33II4 1-IIM33Ik < 1 11 l4 1-IIM331JA I ' 1- liM II IIM2311t:M3211A 

22 l4 + 1 II 3311 
!A 

Table 6.1: Conditions for Stability/Performance Robustness for n = 1, 2, and 3 

values of n. Until Theorem 6.2, all our derivations were done with a MIMO system 

in mind. Theorem 6.2 broke this trend in order to avoid the additional notational 

complexity which would undoubtedly obscure the ideas in the proof. We will now tie 

this loose end by stating without proof the analog of Theorem 6.2 in the MIMO case. 

All the tools for the proof have been developed and the steps are identical to those 

taken in the proof of Theorem 6.2. 

In order to discuss the multivariable case we will need to make reference to the 

rows of Mij which are themselves stable rational functions. Let us denote the mth 

row of Mij by (Mij)m, which is also equal to 7rmMij· Since we will no longer restrict 
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the p/s and q/s to be equal to one, the following set is not necessarily a singleton: 

From this definition it is clear that the set K, has exactly Tii=t qi elements. To each 

k E K, corresponds the system of inequalities: Xi< L:j=1 1l(Mij)k;l~xj where k = 

(kt, ... , kn)· As the next theorem shows, it is the solutions of these inequalities 

that are of concern when seeking necessary and sufficient conditions for stability and 

performance robustness in the MIMO case. 

Theorem 6.3 (/- M D)-1 is not f 00 - stable for some D E V[(Pt, qt); ... ; (Pn, qn)] 

if and only if for some k = (kt, ... , kn) E K, the system 

n 

Xi< L: ll(Mij)k;I~Xj i=l, ... ,n 
j=l 

has a solution x = (xt, ... , Xn) in (.m+t\{0}. 



Chapter 7 

Nonlinear Perturbations 

In this chapter, it will be shown that if the class of perturbations is enlarged to in-

elude norm-bounded nonlinear perturbations, then the conditions for robust stability 

remain the same. This means that robustness to linear time-varying perturbations 

will automatically guarantee robustness to nonlinear perturbations as well. Further-

more, it is shown that when enlarging the perturbation class to include nonlinear 

perturbations, stability robustness remains equivalent to performance robustness in 

the sense discussed earlier, and so the conditions for stability and performance robust-

ness for time-varying perturbations are the same as those for nonlinear perturbations. 

For simplicity only the scalar case is considered here. First, some notation for the 

class of nonlinear perturbation must be introduced. So define 

~NL(P, q) := { ll : ll is strictly causal and ~~~ 11~~~~00 < 1} 

VNL[(pt, q!); · · ·; (pn, qn)] := { diag(~b · · ·, ~n) : ~i E ~NL(Pi, qi)} · 

For simplicity we adopt the following notation: 
n 

V( n) : = V[ ( 1 , 1); ... ; ( 1, 1)] 

57 
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n 

1)NL( n) := 'DN£((1, 1 ); ... ; (1, 1 )). 

7.1 Stability Robustness Conditions 

The next theorem essentially states that stability in the presence of linear time-varying 

perturbations will guarantee stability in the presence of nonlinear perturbations as 

well. Hence the same conditions for robust stability with linear time-varying pertur-

bations are necessary and sufficient for robust stability when the perturbation class 

is nonlinear. 

(I- MD)- 1 

Theorem 7.1 is f=- stable VD E 'D(n) if and only if it is f=- stable 

Proof. The sufficiency part is immediate since 'D(n) C 'DNL(n). We prove necessity 

by contradiction. Suppose (I- M D)-1 is not f=- stable for some D E 'DNL( n). 

Then either (I- M D)-1 does not map R~ into R~ or it does but (I- M D)-1 is not 

bounded. Notice that the second possibility was eliminated when D was restricted to 

be in 'D(n) since in this case if I-MD maps R~ onto R~ then (I- M D)-1 is bounded 

by the Open Mapping Theorem. Repeating the same arguments used before, the first 

of these possibilities can be shown equivalent to the system of inequalities 

n 

Xi< I: IIMijl~xj i=1, ... ,n 
j=l 
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having a solution in (JR+)n\ {0}. By Theorem 3, this implies that (I- M D)-1 is not 

f=- stable for some D in 'D( n) and hence in 'DN L( n). 

Now suppose (I- M Dt1 maps RC::: into RC::: for all DE 'DNL(n) but that for some 

D E 'DNL(n) it is not bounded. This implies the existence of a sequence of elements 

of Rr:;::, {xk}k=O' with Xk f. 0, such that 

lim II (I- M D)-1xklloo = 00 

k-+oo llxk lloo 

Define Yk := (I- M D)-1 xk. From this definition we have 

n 

1riYk = 1riXk + L Mij~j'lrjYk 
j=1 

Using the triangle inequality and dividing by llxklloo we get 

n 

TJi(k) < L IIMiji~TJj(k) + 1 
j=1 

where TJi(k) := llll~~j1l~oo. Applying Lemma 6.3 gives us that the system of inequalities: 

n 

Xi < 2:: IIMiil~xj i=l, ... ,n 
j=1 

has a solution in (IR+)n\ {0}. As before, Theorem 6.2 implies that (I- M D)-1 is not 

f=- stable for some DE 'D(n). 

• 
7.2 Performance Robustness Versus Stability Ro

bustness 

It has been shown in Chapter 5 that when the class of perturbations is 'D( n) a per-

formance robustness problem can be converted to a stability robustness problem. It 
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does not immediately follow that this should be the case if the perturbation class were 

VNL(n). However, it is shown next that indeed this relation between stability and 

performance robustness holds even when enlarging the perturbation class to include 

nonlinear perturbations. 

It will be assumed that the class of perturbations is VNL(n) and that one perfor-

mance objective will be considered. This objective will consist of keeping the norm of 

the function mapping the external input u to the output y less than one. (Figure 5.1, 

SYSTEM II). 

Therefore, the following M matrix results: 

( 
Mn 

M= : 

Mn+l,l 

As before, the subentries of Mare defined as follows: 

The next theorem establishes the equivalence of stability and performance robust-

ness when nonlinear perturbations are included. 

Theorem 7.2 (I- M22D)-1 is f 00 - stable and liMn+ M12D(I- M22D)-1 M211l < 

1 for all DE VNL(n) if and only if(!- M !J)-1 is £00 - stable for all iJ E VNL(n + 1). 

Proof. (If) This direction is an immediate consequence of the Small Gain Theorem. 

(Only if) Clearly, if (J- M22D)-1 were not £00 - stable for some D E VNL(n) then 
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(I- M D)-1 will not be f 00 - stable for some fJ E 'DNL( n + 1 ). So suppose that 

liMn+ Af12Do(I- M22Do)-1 M21ll > 1 for some DoE 'DNL(n). Now define 

It follows that 

61 

Using the triangle inequality and the submultiplicativity of the norm it follows from 

the definition of L that 

Combining these inequalities with (7.1) it can be seen that (1, IIL2II, ... , IILn + 111) 

solves the following system of inequalities: 

n+1 

Xi < L IIA1iji~Xj i = 1, ... , n + 1, 
j=1 

which by Theorem 6.2 implies that (I- M D)-1 is not f 00 - stable for some fJ in 

'DNL( n + 1 ). This completes the proof. 

• 



Chapter 8 

Applications 

In this chapter, we present some applications to the theory developed thus far. Start

ing with stability robustness, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for stabil

ity robustness in the simple case when only one perturbation is considered. Next we 

add a performance objective, namely the sensitivity function, and demonstrate how 

its norm can be made small in the presence of multiplicative plant perturbations, 

subject of course to robust stability. We contrast the conditions obtained when the 

input sensitivity function is the performance objective of interest, to those obtained 

when the output sensitivity is considered instead. Both of these cases involve two ~'s, 

one representing the actual plant perturbations, and the other fictitious, representing 

the performance objective to be achieved. Finally, we provide an example where three 

~'s are involved. This example arises when one considers a class of plants formed by 

perturbing a nominal linear shift-invariant plant through adding both additive and 

multiplicative perturbations, and demands that the worst case norm of the sensitivity 

function is to be minimized through the choice of a robustly stabilizing controller. 

62 
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M 

~ 

Figure 8.1: Stability Robustness for Unstructured Perturbation 

We begin with stability robustness for unstructured perturbations. 

8.1 Stability robustness (unstructured perturba
tion) 

This is the simplest case. The perturbations take the form of one~ having q inputs 

and p outputs. The question then is when is (J- M ~)-1 stable for all .6. in ~(p, q) 

? Equivalently, when is the interconnection of M E £j..? and ~ in figure 8.1 stable 

for all~ in ~(p, q) ? From Theorem 4, a necessary and sufficient condition for robust 

stability is that none of the q inequalities: 

i = 1, ... ,q 

has a solution in (0, oo ). Clearly, a necessary and sufficient condition for that to 

happen is that II(M)il~ < 1 for all i, or equivalently IIMI~ < 1. This is exactly the 

problem solved by Dahleh and Ohta in (4). 
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w p 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 
I I 

w2 I r-- ~ r-- W1 - I 

6 
I I 

I I 
z o- Po I 

I I 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...J 

c 

Figure 8.2: Input Sensitivity Problem with Input Perturbation 

8.2 Input Sensitivity in the Presence of Input 
Perturbations 

Let Po be a given nominal linear shift-invariant discrete-time plant with q inputs 

and p outputs. Consider the following family of plants formed by adding weighted 

multiplicative perturbations to this nominal plant (figure 8.2): 

II:= {P: P =Po(!+ W1~),~ E A(q,q)} 

Let S(Po) be defined as follows: 

S(Po) := { C : C is linear causal shift-invariant controller stabilizing Po} 
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For a fixed C E S(Po) and 1 > 0 we will now obtain necessary and sufficient conditions 

for C to stabilize every P E II, and at the same time satisfy 11(1 + CP)-1 W2II < 1 for 

all P in II. Hence the performance objective in this case is keeping small the norm 

of the weighted input sensitivity function (I+ CP)-1 W2 despite the presence of the 

multiplicative perturbations. 

This problem can be set up in the framework discussed in the previous chapters 

where a fictitious perturbation replaces the performance objective, thus transforming 

this stability and performance robustness problem into a stability robustness problem 

alone. This alternate problem has 1J((q, q), (q, q)] as the class of perturbations, and 

an M matrix of the following form: 

From table 1 and Theorem 4, necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability 

for this problem, and hence for robust performance for the original one are: 

i=1, ... ,q. 

conditions can be written as: 

• II(To)il~ < 1 i = 1, ... , q. 
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i,j=l, ... ,q. 

which in turn are equivalent to the conditions: 

• liTo!~< 1. 

II(Sa)il~ 
• max <I· 

1 ~i~q 1 -II(Ta)il~ 

If we define W := { C E S(Pa) : C stabilizes all P E II}, then it follows from our 

stability robustness conditions for one ~ that C E W if and only if C E S(Pa) and 

liTo I~< 1. Hence we have shown through the two conditions obtained above that for 

any C E W 

This is exactly the result obtained in Chapter 3 using a different approach. 

8.3 Output Sensitivity in the Presence of Output 
Perturbations 

For this case let 

II:= {P: P =(I+ ~WI)Po, ~ E A(q,q)} 

where Po and W1 are as before. See figure 8.3. 

Suppose we are now interested in the norm of the output sensitivity function as a 

performance measure. ForCE S(P0 ), the A1 matrix now has the form 
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p 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - l 
z 

I I 
I - W1 - ~ r-- I w W2 

I I 
I I 
I Po I -
I I 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - J 

c 

Figure 8.3: Output Sensitivity Problem with Output Perturbation 

Hence, from table 1 necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stability and per-

formance are now: 

i = 1, ... ,q. 

i,j = 1, ... ,q. 

ditions can be written as follows: 

• liTo!~< 1. 

II Sol~ 
• 1 - II To~~ < /• 
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With W defined as before, it follows that 

II ( C) -111 _ IISol~ 
For any c E w' sup w2 I+ p - liT I~. 

PEIT 1 - o 

Even though these conditions are, in general, different from those obtained in the 

input sensitivity case, for a scalar plant they are actually the same. 

8.4 Sensitivity Minimization with Additive and 
Multiplicative Perturbations 

So far all the examples considered involved at most two ~'s. We now look at an 

example where three ~'s enter the analysis ( n = 3). Despite the fact that given a 

specific C E S(Po) the conditions obtained for robust stability /performance are rela-

tively simple to test and hence are ideal for analysis purposes for large values of n, in 

general designing a controller that achieves robust stability and performance is not 

as simple a problem especially when n > 2. This becomes apparent when looking at 

the conditions for n = 3 in table 1. However, as this example demonstrates, in some 

important applications we can exploit the structure of the specific problem at hand to 

reduce these apparently complex conditions into simple ones which lend themselves 

easily to optimization procedures, thus facilitating synthesis. To see this consider the 

class of plants formed by adding weighted additive as well as multiplicative pertur-

bations to a nominal plant P0 • Multiplicative perturbations represent, for example, 

unmodelled high frequency dynamics, sensor noise, etc., whereas the additive per-

turbations represent the unmodelled time variations in the plant and nonlinear part 
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p 
r---------------, 
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I w3 ~3 I 
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I I 
I - W2 - ~2 r-- I w W1 

I I 
I I 
I Po -
I I 
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c 

Figure 8.4: Output Sensitivity with Additive and Multiplicative Perturbation 

remaining after linearizing a nonlinear plant about an operating point. For simplicity, 

we shall look at the scalar case alone. Hence let 

Here W2 , W3 E £~~1 are stable weights. See figure 8.4. 

With this class of plants, we now look at the problem of robust output sensitiv-

ity minimization subject to robust stability. So it is desired to minimize the worst 

case value, as P varies over IT, of IIW1(J + PC)-1 11 subject to robust stability. We 

start by fixing C E S(Po) and then finding necessary and sufficient condition for 

II~W1 (J + PC)-1 11 < 1 for all P E IT subject to robust stability. As before, this prob-
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lem fits very naturally in our framework and is equivalent to a stability robustness 

problem with the class of perturbations consisting of D((1, 1); (1, 1); (1, 1)], and an M 

matrix as follows 

( 
~W1(1 + PaC)-1 ~W1(1 + PaC)-1 ~W1(1 + PaC)-1 ) 

M = -W2PoC(I + PaC)-1 -W2PoC(I + PaC)-1 -W2PaC(I + PaC)- 1 . 

- W3C(I + PaC)-1 - W3C(I + PaC)-1 - W3C(I + PaC)-1 

Applying Theorem 3, or equivalently looking at table 1 for n = 3, we find the following 

necessary and sufficient conditions: 

1. 

These three conditions are equivalent to the following condition: 

This condition is the key to controller synthesis. As before, this can be done by 

iteration on /, and we can get as close as desired to the optimal I· 

Finally, we use the three conditions above to derive an explicit expression for the 

quantity sup IIW1(1 + PC)-1 11 for any C E W. This is done by observing that the 
PEIT 
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first two conditions are exactly those needed for robust stability alone and can be 

rewritten as: 

Simplifying the 3rd condition above and combining it with this one we can write 

C E W and IIW1 (J + PC)-1 11 < 1 for all P E IT 

It follows that for any C E W, 

This expression can be used for analysis purposes, after the condition for robust 

stability has been checked. It is interesting to see how robust stability cannot be 

separated from robust performance since without robust stability the expression for 

the worst case performance makes no sense. 

We next provide a numerical example demonstrating the advantages of incorpo-

rating performance robustness considerations in the design procedure. 

8.5 A Numerical Example 

Assume a physical plant is modelled by the following plant class: 

ITr := {P =(I+ ~r~VI)Po : ~ E A(l, 1)}, 
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h P _ z(z- 0.1) 1 l~V _ 0.1 d · · · 1 b w ere o- (z _ 0.5)(z _ 2) , 1 - z + 1.1, an r IS positive rea num er represent-

ing the assumed radius of perturbation ball. This class is the same as that considered 

in section 8.3, with the only difference being that here we show the dependence on r 

explicitly instead of absorbing it in the weight w1. 

We have shown in this section that C E S(Po) achieves robust stability if and only 

if llrTol~ < 1, and that for a robustly stabilizing controller, the worst case norm of 

weighted sensitivity function is given by 

) -I II IISol~ 
sup II (I + PC w2 = 1 - II T II 

PEITr r o lA 

where So := (I+ PoC)-1 W2 and To := PoC(I + PoC)-1 W1 • For this example we 

choose W2 = z ~·%.o- Before attempting any design procedure, we can compute the 

maximum perturbation ball radius that can be tolerated without violating robust 

stability, regardless of the choice of controller in S(P0 ). This number is equal to 

1/ min IITol~ := rmax· For our specific problem data, rmax = 2.90909. If r > rmax, 
CES(Po) 

robust stability is lost and no controller in S(Po) can restore it. In fact, the results 

in [6] show that even allowing the controller to be time-varying does not help. We 

therefore restrict ourselves to r < rmax· Next we compare the robustness properties 

of three design procedures. The first of these ignores the perturbations and minimizes 

the norm of the weighted nominal sensitivity function. The second design procedure 

does the same but with the added constraint that robust stability is to be maintained, 

while the third procedure minimizes the worst case norm of the weighted sensitivity 

1 We adopt the convention that the Z transform of a signal u is L~o u( k )zk 
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function subject to robust stability. We consider each of these separately. 

In the first procedure, we solve using the techniques in [2,8] the problem 

For our example, !nom = 0. 7265306. Computing the Q parameter associated with 

/nom we can find the corresponding To whose A norm turns out to be 7.0979592. 

Therefore, robust stability is achieved only for r < 1/IITol~ = 0.14088557, which is 

much less than the maximum achievable value of Tmax· Furthermore, for this range 

of r 

II( C)-l II II Sol~ 0. 7265306 
;~gr I+ p W2 = 1 - llrTol~ 1- 7.0979592 r 

which approaches oo as r approaches 0.14088557. Notice that the design scheme does 

not depend on r since it compl9tely ignores the perturbations. 

The second design procedure attempts to achieve robust stability for larger values 

of r by solving the problem: 

min IISoll 
CES(Po) lA 

subject to llrTol~ < 1. 

In its present form, this problem has no solution. We shall solve the following slightly 

modified form of it which does have a solution: 

min liS II 
CES(Po) 0 lA 

subject to llrToii.A < 1 -E. 
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where f > 0. For our example we shall pick f = 0.001 and solve this problem for 

various possible values of r. Fig. 4 shows the resulting values of JISaiiA' llrTol~ and 

supPETir JJ(J + PCt 1 W2 11 as functions of r. Of course for an actual design, the value 

of r is chosen apriori and the optimization problem is solved for that particular r. 

The numbers appearing in the figure were obtained by solving the above optimization 

problem over all polynomial closed loop objective functions with degree less than or 

equal to 11 (see [2,8] for more details on solving truncated problems). As may be 

seen in the figure, even though this design method acknowledges the existence of the 

perturbations and as a result yields systems which are robustly stable for values of 

r as large as rmax, these designs suffer from extremely bad performance robustness 

properties, especially for r > 2. In fact, for r > 2.18, the worst case norm of the 

nominal sensitivity approaches 1000! Worse still, if one attempts to further decrease 

the norm of the nominal sensitivity by making f smaller but still keeping it larger 

than zero to guarantee robust stability, the worst case norm of the sensitivity function 

gets much larger despite the smaller value for the nominal sensitivity norm. It can 

be made arbitrarily large by making f sufficiently small. 

Fortunately, the third design scheme does not suffer from any of the problems 

associated with the first two design schemes. It is based on solving the following 

problem: 

in£ sup II(I + PC)- 1 l!V2JJ = in£ ll~ol~ ~~. 
CE\11 PETI CES(Po) 1 - r 

r JlrToJIA<l 0 

Figure 8.5 shows the resulting values of IISoJ~, llrT0 J~ and sup JJ(I + PCt 1 W211 
PETir 
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for various assumed values of r. To allow comparison with the second scheme, a max

imum closed loop polynomial degree of 11 was used here as well. The figure indicates 

that this design scheme not only has much better performance robustness properties 

than the first two schemes, but that it also has superior stability robustness properties 

as shown by the values of ilrTol~· This means that it can tolerate, without losing 

stability, perturbations with radius even larger than r, the perturbation radius which 

was used in the design. These large improvements in both stability and performance 

robustness properties are gained at the very small cost of a slight increase in the norm 

of the nominal sensitivity function. 
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radius vs. nominal sensitivity norm 
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Figure 8.5: Numerical Example Plots 
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Chapter 9 

Computing the A norm 

We have seen in previous chapters that the A norms of transfer functions of linear 

time-invariant systems play a central role in determining the robustness of these 

systems to norm bounded perturbations. For this reason, the computation of these 

norms is crucial to the application of these results to practical problems. In this 

chapter, it is shown how the A norm of a stable rational transfer function can be 

computed arbitrarily accurately. The computation procedure is straightforward and 

involves nothing more than summing up the absolute values of the impulse response 

sequence whose Z-transform is the given rational function. Since this transfer function 

is stable, this sequence is in fl, and therefore its norm can be approximated by 

summing the absolute values of the first N terms in the sequence for a large enough 

N. The purpose of this chapter is to determine how large N should be in order to 

guarantee a desired degree of accuracy in the approxiation. It is also shown that 

in certain special cases the A norm can be computed exactly and with minimal 

computation. We begin with the latter, after making a few definitions. 

77 
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A is defined as the set of all Z-transforms of £1 sequences, where we adopt the 

following definition for the Z transform: Iff= {f0 , ft, ... ,} then 

00 

f(z) := L fizi 
i=O 

is the Z-transform of f. When f(z) E A , llf(z)l~ = llflk It follows from this and 

the remarks at the end of Chapter 2 that £1 , A , and £TI are all isomorphic. We shall 

define RA to be that subset of A consisting of real rational functions. These are ex-

actly the functions arising when dealing with linear-time invariant finite-dimensional 

systems. 

9.1 Distinct Poles 

This section is concerned with computing the A norm of functions in RA with dis-

tinct, possible complex, poles. But before addressing the general case, a certain 

special case will be discussed in which the norm can be computed exactly and with 

minimal computation. This is the subject of the next proposition. 

Proposition 9.1 Let f(z) = bo + b1 z + · · · + bnzn E A . Then 
1- azn+I 

n lbil 
llf(z)l~ = t; 1 -lal· 

Proof. Expand 

It follows that 

1 
---- = 1 + azn+l + a2 z2(n+l) + ... 
1- azn+l lzl < 1 
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Hence 

• 
Example Suppose 

-z6 + 4z4 + 5z3 - 4z2 - 10z- 2 
g(z) = 3 ? . 

z - ~ 

3 = 
Then g(z) = p(z) + f(z) where p(z) := LPi = 3 + 4z- z3 and f(z) := Lfizi = 

-2 + z + 2z2 Cl 1 
3 . eary 

1- 0.5z 

i=O 

3 

llg(z)l~ =LIP;+ fil- If;!+ llf(z)IIA = 14. 
i=O 

i=O 

• 
In general, a strictly proper function, f(z) E RA will not be of the form stated 

in the proposition. In that case we resort to approximation. So suppose f(z) ERA 

and has distinct poles. We may assume J( z) is strictly proper; otherwise it can be 

written as a sum of a strictly proper function and a polynomial, and its norm can be 

obtained by computing the norm of the strictly proper part and making the proper 

adjustments to account for the presence of the polynomial, as was done in the previous 

example. f has a partial fraction expansion as follows: 
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The norm off will be approximated by the norm of the polynomial which is obtained 

by truncating the series expansion of f. The next proposition specifies a number N 

such that when the approximating polynomial is of length larger or equal to N, its 

norm is within a prespecified E > 0 from the norm of f. 

Proposition 9.2 Suppose f E RA , and is st·rictly pmper. Let a := maxj JajJ, and 

. logt(1- a) -Iogb b := max; Jb;J. Then gzven any E > 0, fo·r any N > I - 1 oga 

N 

llf(z)J~ = L lfil + bN 
i=O 

Proof. 

llf(z)J~ = L l!il 
i=O 
N oo 

= L Jf;J + L Jboa~ + · · · + bna~J 
N oo 

~ L Jf;J + L Jboa~J + · · · + Jbna~J 
i=O i=N+l 

= t JfiJ + JaoJN+lJboJ + ... + JanJN+lJbnJ 
i=O 1 - JaoJ 1 - JanJ 
N aN+lb 

~ t; I hi+ 1 -a 
N 

~ l:Jf;J +t 
i=O 

Hence 
N N 

L Jj;J ~ llf(z)l~ ~ L Jf;J + E 
i=O i=O 

and the result follows. 
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• 
It should be mentioned here that the a/s and the b/s are not needed to generate 

the f/s, although they could be used for that purpose as well. Instead, they are only 

used to determine a large enough N and therefore any conservative estimate of these 

values will suffice. As for the f/s, they can be generated directly from the numerator 

and denominator polynomials by exploiting the recursive structure of the f/s. More 

precisely, suppose 

Then 

from which the f/s can be easily computed. 

Example Let f(z) be as in the previous example. Vve shall ignore the fact that we 

can compute its norm exactly and instead approximate its norm as suggested by the 

above proposition. So 

-2 + z + 2z2 .8166 -1.4058 + .5528i -1.4058- .5528i 
f(z) = 1 _ .5z3 = (1- 2-1/3z) + (1 _ 2-1/3ei2u/3z) + (1 _ 2-1/3e-i2u/3z) 
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log c(1 - a) - Iogb 
ForE= .001, log a - 1 = 37.5148, and so we takeN to be 38. For this 

N it turns out that 
N 

2.: lfd = 9.999023 
i=O 

which is indeed within E from 10, which is the norm computed using the exact formula . 

• 
9.2 Repeated Poles 

The previous proposition in the last section does not hold when f has repeated poles. 

Instead, another method is used to ensure that the approximating polynomial is 

within the desired distance from the rational function f. Although useful, this method 

does not provide an apriori degree, N, for the aproximating polynomial truncation 

of f(z) which would guarantee its norm to be within specified E > 0 from llf(z)l~· 

It does, however, provide at each truncation of the series expansion of f(z) a certain 

expression which serves as an upper bound to the difference between the norms of 

J( z) and that of its approximating trunctation. Since this expression is guaranteed to 

converge to zero in the limit, it can be utilized as a stopping criteria for a procedure 

computing the A norm. 

Any strictly proper f( z) E RA with repeated poles has a partial fraction expan-

sion as follows: 
n mj b jk 

f(z) = [;.{; (1- ajz)k 

where mj denotes the multiplicity of the pole 1/ aj. This is used in the next proposi-
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tion. 

Proposition 9.3 Let f(z) be a stT'ictly pmpeT funct-ion in RA . Then 

N 

lif(z)i~ = L ifd + DN 
i=O 

and EN ----+ 0 as N ----+ oo. 

Proof. Using the expansion 

b f=b(i+k-1)! i i 

(1- az)k = i=O i!(k -1)! a z iazi < 1 

we can write f ( z) as follows: 

It follows that 

n 

= L lfil + tN. 
i=O 

where the last inequality follows because 
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which also shows that EN decreases to zero in the limit. 

• 
Example Let f = - 6z3 + 20z2 

- 4z - 16 . Writing the partial fraction expansion 
z4 - 4z3 + 8z2 - 8z ± 4 

for f(z) we have: 

1 + 2i -3 + i 1 - 2i -3 - i 
f(z) = 1- (.5 ± .5i)z + (1- (.5 ± .5i)z)2 + 1- (.5- .5i)z + (1- (.5- .5i)z)2 • 

If a tolerance of 0.0001 is desired, it can be computed that 845 < 0.0001 and hence 

45 

where L lfil = 48.666607. 
i=O 

• 



Chapter 10 

Conclusion 

This thesis addressed the issue of robustness of linear finite dimensional shift-invariant 

(LFDSI) systems to norm-bounded possibly time-varying and nonlinear perturba

tions. The motivation for the study of robustness properties of such systems comes 

from the fact that most real systems are nonlinear, time-varying, and infinite dimen

sional, and therefore any (LFDSI) model of the real system is only an approximation. 

Considering (LFDSI) approximations of systems could either be the result of inten

tional simplification in order to ensure tractability of the model, or an outcome of 

the uncertainty of the dynamics of the real system. In either case, not accounting for 

the the mismatches between the model and the actual system may lead in a consider

able deterioration of the performance of the real system (including instability) when 

controlled with a controller based on the system model. 

In this thesis, the mismatches between the (LFDSI) model and the actual system 

were modelled by a collection of induced-norm-bounded operators from the space of 

bounded signals (coo) to itself. The combination of the (LFDSI) model and any opera-

85 
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tor in this collection, which may be viewed as a perturbation of the model, represents 

a possible accurate description of the real system. Any interconnection of (LFDSI) 

model(s) together with a controller(s) was defined to be robustly stable to a certain 

perturbation class if it is stable and remains so after the perturbations are included. 

Similarly, it was said to achieve robust performance if it remains to achieve certain 

performance objectives even after the perturbations are included. Both stability and 

performance robustness were considered. Starting with the Robust f= Disturbance 

Rejection Problem, an expression for the worst case performance, as measured by 

the worst case level of disturbance rejection, was derived when unstructured pertur

bations are present. This expression made performance robustness analysis possible 

for that class of problems. The form of this expression suggested a scheme for the 

synthesis of controllers with optimal robustness properties. The tools for this syn

thesis were shown to involve nothing more than iteratively solving f 1-optimization 

problems, a task which requires only linear programming. 

The Robust f= Disturbance Rejection Problem, is a robustness problem with a 

special structure. It involves the sensitivity function which has a particularly sim

ple form and considers only unstructured perturbations. Motivated by these two 

limitations, the General Robustness Problem was set up in Chapter 4 to remove 

these restrictions. In particular, its formulation allows the consideration of any loop 

function and an arbitrary number of perturbation blocks which my enter simulta

neously and independently (structured perturbation). For the General Robustness 
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Problem, it was shown in Chapter 5 that a robust performance problem is equiva

lent to one which involves only robust stability, in the sense that both require the 

same necessary and sufficient conditions to be satisfied. With this result, Chapter 6 

provided the solution to the robust stability problem and consequently the robust 

performance problem. The problem was shown to be equivalent to a simple algebraic 

problem which was then solved providing explicit necessary and sufficient conditions 

for robust stability and/or performance. In the next chapter, this solution was ex

tended to include nonlinear norm-bounded perturbations. In Chapter 8, the solution 

of the General Robustness Problem was applied to various problems including the 

Robust f= Disturbance Rejection Problem giving the same expression for the worst 

case performance obtained earlier. Finally, Chapter 9 discussed the computation of 

the A-norm of stable rational functions which is needed in obtaining necessary and 

sufficient conditions for robustness analysis in all the robustness problems. 

In summary, this thesis provided the answer to the stability and performance 

robustness analysis question when norm bounded perturbations are present. In ad

dition it provided a method for synthesis in important special cases. An important 

problem for future research is the general synthesis problem which would provide a 

scheme for obtaining controllers with optimal robustness properties. Another prob

lem of importance is to refine the perturbation model by allowing the inclusion of 

real parametric uncertainty thus reducing the level of conservatism which could re

sult by modelling this type of uncertainty by norm-bounded perturbation without 
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any additional structure. 
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